Abstract-Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs)
I. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) is widely used for solving optimization problems. EAs are found to be useful from the last few decades to successfully solve the complex problems. Genetic algorithms (GAs) are population based stochastic evolutionary algorithms. It is based on the principal "survival of fittest". In the evolution of populations, GA loses the population diversity and gets trapped in local optima. This problem in EA is called as "premature convergence problem". It especially occurs in solving complex optimization problems, where search space has a lot of peaks and valleys in the fitness map [1] .
The proposed solution to this problem in GA is using two populations instead of using only one. DPGA has two populations-main population and the reserve population. The job of the reserve population is to provide additional population diversity to the main population. The information between the main population and the reserve population is exchanged by means of inter-population crossbreeding. The crossbreeding technique helps to solve the problem of premature convergence.
In this paper, the unconstrained optimization problems defined in CEC'2013 are solved. Section II gives a brief literature review of DPGA. Section III describes DPGA with implementation details such as the crossover operators used in the experimentation. Section IV shows the experimental results, comparison of results and discussion. Section V gives conclusions and future scope.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section firstly gives the literature of evolution of DPGA and then gives review of EAs, which are experimented on benchmark functions CEC'2013. The work provides a brief literature review on DPGA and the crossover operators used.
DPGA introduced by Park [3] . Difference between a simple DPGA and DPGA-ED is that DPGA-ED evolves by itself. Park and Ruy unveiled DPGA2 that uses two reserve populations instead using only one population for providing diversity to the main population. [4] proposes the approach of adjusting the distance between the main population and reserve population of DPGA. [5] applied DPGA to non-stationary Optimization.
Umbarkar, Joshi and Hong (2014) [6] improves the performance of DPGA by parallelizing it using multithreads. By using this technique they also solve the problem of population diversity and premature convergence.
Zambrano-Bigiarini, Clerc and Rojas (2013) [7] uses Standard Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm to solve the problem set of CEC'2013.
Elsayed, Sarker and Essam [10] applied GA on CEC 2013. [11] accelerate the Particle Swarm Optimization with Diversity-Guided Convergence and Stagnation Avoidance. [12] proposed the Diversity Enhanced Differential Evolution
III. DUAL POPULATION GENETIC ALGORITHM
DPGA is a variant of GA which consists of two populations, the main population and the reserve population. Both the populations were initialized with random numbers. Individuals of both the populations were evaluated using their own fitness functions. The new generation of each population is obtained by inbreeding between the parents of the same population (Crossover operator), Crossbreeding between the parents of different populations, and the survival selection among the obtained offspring. The fitness function used for the reserve population, evolutionary process of simple DPGA and crossover operator used in it, are described as follows:
A. Crossover Operators
The main searching operator in this algorithm is the crossover operator while mutation and crossbreed are considered as a variation or diversity operator. In this paper, we have used two crossovers i.e. k-point crossover and Discrete TPX [8] . To provide multiple combinations of selected parents it selects more than one crossover points.
A.1 k-point Crossover Operators
The k-point crossover randomly selects k crossover points cp1 to cpk-1 in the selected parents. Two offspring are created by combining the parents at crossover points. The algorithm for k-point crossover is given below:
ALGORITHM 1:PSEUDO-CODE FOR k-POINT CROSSOVER
Select two parents A (t) and B (t) Create two offspring C (t+1) and D
Randomly select k crossover points cp 1 ,…,cp k ϵ {1,…,n-1}
end do end if
In the example shown below the points 2 nd and 3 rd , 5 
A.2 Discrete TPX
The Discrete TPX is the combination of two crossover operators, binary encoded discrete crossover and real valued three parent crossover. Using three parents for crossover will provide the operator with more exploration. The algorithm for discrete three parent crossover is given below. Randomly select k crossover points cp 1 ,…,cp k ϵ {1,…,n-1} for i=1 to n do select a real random number u ϵ {0,1}
if u ≥ 0 && u < 0.33 then
end if end do
B. Evolutionary Process
The initialization of the main population with size m and reserve population with size n, fitness is calculated using their own fitness functions. As set of m offspring are generated by inbreeding between the parents of main population and reserve population respectively using the operators like crossover and mutation. Then (n-m) offspring are generated by crossbreeding between the one parent from the main population and other from reserve population for each individual again by using crossover and mutation operator.
The newly generated individuals are evaluated using the objective function for the main population and only m individuals are selected among them on the basis of their fitness values for the next generation. As algorithm already has m offspring generated by the process of inbreeding, the crossbreed offspring can only survive if they are better than at least one of the inbreed offspring in terms of their fitness values. The newly generated individuals of the reserve population are evaluated by the fitness function of the reserve population. All of them are selected to constitute the next generation of the reserve population.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Standard problems are taken for experiments from CEC'2013 Real-Parameter Optimization problem [9] . In this report, 28 benchmark functions are described. The performance of the proposed algorithm is analyzed in this section by solving the benchmark functions introduced in CEC 2013 [9] . The brief introduction to the set of problems is given as below: The results are taken on the AMD FX(tm)-8320 EightCore Processor with 3.51 GHz clock speed. The experiments are carried on system with 16GB RAM and hard disk of capacity 500GB with operating system CentOS 6.5.
Comparison between any two algorithms is done on the basis of student t-test value. The t-test value can be calculated by using following equation 1. Where, in equation (1) X 1 and X 2 are the mean of algorithm 1 and algorithm 2, n 1 and n 2 are the number of sample tested for the results, and S 1 and S 2 are the standard deviation of algorithm for a particular problem. If the value of t is found to be less than 0, will show that the first algorithm is better for solving the problem otherwise second one would be better.
A. Comparison between DPGA using k-point crossover
and Discrete TPX for lower dimensions Table 2 gives the comparative result of DPGA using kpoint crossover versus DPGA using discrete TPX. It is clear from the t-test value that the Discrete TPX gives better results than k-point crossover for lower dimensions. Discrete TPX proves itself better for almost the functions except F17, F21, F23, F24, F25, F26 and F28 functions. Table 3 shows the comparison of the results of DPGA using k-point crossover versus DPGA using discrete TPX. For higher dimensions the k-point crossover is found to be better than proposed discrete TPX except F2, F4, F14,  F15, F16, F22, F24, F26 and F26 . Table 4 shows the results of comparison between PSO and DPGA using k-point crossover.
The k-point crossover is found to be good for only F8 function. For all the other functions SPSO is better. Table 5 represents the comparison between the results of DPGA using discrete TPX and the PSO [7] . Discrete TPX is found to be good for only F16 function. For all the other functions the PSO is better than DPGA. V. CONCLUSION DPGA is a diversity based technique using two populations. Two crossover operators are experimented on CEC'2013 problem set. DPGA can successfully solve the CEC'2013 problems with smaller dimensions but it is observed that the algorithm is suffering by the curse of dimensionality i.e. as the dimension increases from 2 to 50 the algorithm loses its accuracy to find the optimum solution.
DPGA using discrete TPX and it found better than kpoint crossover only for the problems having lower dimensions. But for higher dimension problems k-point crossover is able to maintain consistency for obtaining an optimal solution. On the basis of t-test evaluation, the results of both types of the crossover are also compared with the results of PSO on the same problem. PSO has found better than DPGA to solve the functions of CEC'2013.
In the future, the results of the DPGA algorithm for CEC'2013 could be improved by using better survival selection and crossover, mutation operators.
Further, DPGA performance can be improved by adding more reserve populations. A performance 
